Tin Roof Blues

New Orleans Rhythm Kings
Arr. Bruce Evans

Soprano Sax

Allegretto \( \frac{\dot{}}{\dot{}} \sim \frac{M2}{M2} \)

Decide the order of ad lib solos at D before playing.
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Allegretto \( \cdot \approx M2 \)

Decide the order of ad lib solos at D before playing.
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Alto Sax
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End Lead

D

OPEN FOR AD LIB SOLOS

Play bottom line except for sop. ad lib.
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Tin Roof Blues

Decide the order of ad lib solos at D before playing.
Tin Roof Blues

Decide the order of ad lib solos at D before playing.

Allegretto \( \cdot \sim \text{M12} \)

New Orleans Rhythm Kings
Arr. Bruce Evans
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Baritone Sax

Tin Roof Blues

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Tin Roof Blues} & \\
\text{Baritone Sax} & \\
\text{Open for ad lib solos} & \\
\text{Play background} & \\
\text{except when soloing.} & \\
\end{align*} \]